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Bleach

Package Contents

(1) Canvas kit with ornament
       petri dishes  & hanging strings
(1) Keep-it kit
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     Canvas kit- Holiday Ornament Edition!

Instructions

Gloves
Bleach & Bleach spray cleaner
Permanent marker like a Sharpie
Old newspaper or similar to protect
    your work surface with Keep-it kit
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The first thing you will do for this experiment is download the Canvas kit -individual & small group- 
manual and the Keep-it Kit manual. You will follow both these instruction manuals with the changes 
below.

1. Start with the Canvas kit experiment. Your Holiday ornament edition of the Canvas kit is identical 
save for 2 additions: 

a) you will find a small bag with 3 shiny strings - you will use these later on to hang your preserved 
petri dishes. 
b) 3 of the 4 petri dishes in your kit have a small hole on the edge of the bottom side of the dish - you 
will pass the hanging strings through this once your painting are done, but before you pour your 
Keep-it resin in. Since your petri dishes have that small hole, be careful when you pour in your agar! 
The hole is located above the level to which you need to fill them with agar, so you should not have 
any leaks. If you do have a leak, stop filling the petri dish, let the agar leak out of the hole until the 
level of agar is below the hole and let set. Use paper towels and bleach spray to clean up your spill. Be 
careful not to get any bleach spray in the petri dishes!

Follow the Canvas Kit instruction manual as is. 

2. Once you have finished incubating your art, you will move on to the Keep-it Kit instruction manual. 
This is when you have to adjust your experiment to include the hanging strings:

Before going to step 2 of the Keep-it kit instructions (before pouring your resin but after drying your 
petri dishes), set your 3 strings through each of the petri dish holes. You can either :
a) pass the string through and let the knot stop it from coming out or,

b) pass the string through itself to form a knot: All you need to do is 
pass the string through the hole with the knotted end being on the 
outside of the petri dish, then pass it through through the loop end 
and pull. This is called a Larks Head Knot. 

3. Once your strings are through, mix and pour your resin in, as per the rest of the instructions. 

4. At step 7, you can keep your petri dish stands for later. Now is time to hang your bio-art ornaments 
up! Congratulations!
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